KC20 POST SANDING CLEANER

GENERAL INFORMATION
KC20 POST SANDING CLEANER removes sanding residue as well as dirt, hand oils, and other light contaminants. KC20 will also reduce static when used on plastic and fiberglass parts. KC20 is designed for use in initial and final surface preparation. However before sanding existing finish KC10 should be used first. See instructions for KC10 Wax and Grease Remover.

1. USING KC20
KC20 is to be used over sanded surfaces, OEM finishes, sanded primers, cured sealers, fresh base coats, Pin Stripes, Air Brush Art, and other sensitive surfaces.

2. APPLICATION
1. Wash surface with mild detergent and water.
2. Rinse and dry surface.
4. Wipe surface with KC20 and wipe dry with clean, dry cloth before product dries.

KC20 should not be allowed to dry on surface. If this occurs, re-apply KC20 using a clean cloth and wipe dry.

NOTE: KC20 is the only cleaner recommended for cleaning Shinmin® base coats prior to top coating.